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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Sec~

and Methodoloqy

The objective of this study is to investigate and
to analyze one particular phenomenon of South Dakota's
settlement history, ghost towns, in a geographical contexto
Specifically, it is to identify and assess in a

spatial~

temporal framework those factors that have contributed to
town abandonment in the stateo
A comprehel}sive geographical analysis of community abandonment within South Dakota has never before
been

attempted~

1bis study represents,

therefore~

a

pioneer effort toward explaining a phenomenon which has
affected the pattern of settlement for more than a centurya
In so doing, i t fulfills a vital link in developing a
mo~e

extensive understanding of South Dakota's past

settlement patterns, economic and transportation conditions, and demographic characteristicso

The initial stimulus tor a geographical study of
ghost towns came from the writings of the late Carl Ortwin

Sauer, a scholar who is regarded by many

o.s

having been

the foremost contributor to the conceptual and

2

methodological development of cultural and historical
geography in the United States.

A

do~inant

by Professor Sauer in his seminal work,

theme developed

"Foreword to

Historical Geography," was that the present constituted
e~lolutio!'lary

but a segment of an ongoing

process..

Tnis

transition can not be truly understood or fully assessed
without the full consideration of those forces whichv
operating through time, have affected contempory landscape
patterns. 1

One of Sauer's students, Erhard Rostlund, who

stated that "Tne present is the fruit of the past and contains the seeds of the future,
recogni~ion

11

expressed a similar

of the great imporcance of temporal dimensions

in explaining current geographical patterns~ 2
By its nature, a st"Jdy of ghost towns must rely
heavily on both the spatial and temporal aspects of settlement and abandonment: hence,

it employs those methodological

approaches which keynote the work of both geographers and
historians ..

Tne interface bet'Ween the respective cognate

disciplines is historical geography which,
of this study, carries

ct

strong

cultu~al

in the context

orientations

Additionally , the study draws from a diverse cross-section
of such traditional sub-fields as settlement, transportationt political,

ecc~omic,

an~

population

geography~

T'ne resea!:"ch methodology employed in the

3

investigation of South Dakota ghost towns progressed along
five sequential stageso

The initial task was to define

.. ghost town" for the purpose of this study.

Because

numerous variables existed in identifying such sites, the
definition derived for use in this study is both arbitrary
and

restri~tive

in

nature~

Tne second phase of work involved the identification and location of ghost town sitese

Research disclosed

the existence cf 245 abandoned settlements which conform
to the definition established for this study~ 3
A third step was to acquire as much information as

possible on each ghost town

~nd

data in a readily usable formo

to record the assemb l ed
To facilitate the catalog-

ing of sites and the analysis of data , information for
each town was recoreded on a five :- -1Jy.;. -eight inch index
card8

The information included the name of the community#

the county in which it is located, the dates of settlement
and abandonment (if indicated), the principal factors
which contributed to the founding and abandonment of
settlements in those instances for which such details
were availablei and the sources from which all information
was extractedo

The data cataloging system is illustrated

in Appendix II A and II Bo
Fourthi ghost town locations were mapped in order
to derive a better understanding of their distributional

4

patternsQ

This information was vital to the fifth and

final phase of the study which was to analyze all assembled
data for the purpose of identifying those agents or
processes which have contributed to town abandonrnnent in
South DakotaQ
The reader should be aware of certain limitations
to this

study~

It would be difficult, if not impossible.

to identify all abandoned settlements and their locationso
Clearly, the recording of settlement failures seems to
hold less interest for writers, be they laymen or scholars:
than does the study and documentation of successful settle-

As many settlements gradually withered throug h
time, so too did information pertaining to their past

ments~

existenceo

The number of communities incorporated in this

study was further restricted by the need to work within
the confines of an arbitrary definition for determining
which types of settlements would be subject to analysiso

In addition to those settlements which never achieved
"town" status prior to abandonment, the following types
of settlements are excluded from the study:

religious

and ethnic colonies, missions, and government or military
postso
The study does not purport ·to establish a definitive
cataloging of South Dakota ghost towns.

Rather 6 its

objective is to analyze those factors which have

5

contributed to settlement abandonment.

Wnether the actual

number of ghost towns is 246, or somewhat higher, is of
secondary concern in this

co~ t ext~

An adequate number of

sites have been identified to insure that the primary
conclusions regarding the agents and processes of town
abandonment are valid.

Additional research may disclose

that a limited number of small settlements were abandoned
for reasons

ot~er

than those specified in this worko

Reviev.." of Literature and Other Data Sources

The li te:r.ature pert.a.iniuq tc ghost towns is heavily
oriented toward the lay

reader ~

South Dakota's abaondoLed
consurnption G

Most works written on

~~ttlements

are

fo~

popular

They are g enerall y descriptive J rather than

analyticalg i n

nature~

Definitions of ghost towns, if

given , are randoml y determined and generally vagueo

Rarely

do two or more authors employ the same criteria in
determining siteso
An extensive search through the indexes of all
major American geographica l
nent historica l
references.

journals and a number of perti-

periodica l s y ie l ded very few useful

The sole exception for South Dakota is

Watson Parker's study on ghost towns in the Black Hills. 4
A perusal of the University M\crofilms International
Catalog of

Diss~rtation

Abstracts disclosed a single

6

doctoral dissertation in geography which dealt with the
processe3 involved in town abandonment.

5

The rr.ost valuable single source of information
proved to be the private files of the late Will G. Robinson,
whi.Cil are preserved i.n the archival collections of the

South Dakota State Museum in Pierre.

Mr. Robinson held

the position of Secretary for the State Historical Society
from 1945 to 1967.

During this time, he identified

approximately 125 ghost towns and published brief descriptions of nearly fifty of them in WI-IYOHI,

the Society's

former monthly bulletin.
Additional sources of information include numerous
individuals who \'·; ere generous in their assistance, news-

paper articles, county

atlases~

community and county

histories, county historical societies, and county registers
of

deeds~

Much of the information obtained from historical

accounts or volunteered by individuals is rather vague.
refere~ce

to a Fourth of July picnic or a dance having

been held at the

commu~ity

hall illustrates the kind of

information obtained from such sources as indications of
an abandoned communityo

Personal memories are often

hazy, dates obscure, and locations imprecise.

As a

general guideline, a reference to a community, when
substantiated by a second source, was sufficient to place

that town on the

list~

A

7

Finally, several geographers who are well known
and respected for their research on small towns and rural
.
.
6
landscapes were consul ted.
Their counsel information.,
1

and encouragement were invaluable in establishing a
methodological framework and a conceptual approach for
the analysis and presentation of the research materiala
Organization
The substantive portion of this study is presented
in three major sections:

problems relating to defining

ghost towns, the processes involved in settlement, and
factors contributing to population decline and town
abandonment.()
alapte~

II ad1resses the problems associated with

an attempt to define ghost

towns~

Consideration is given

to both the varied terminol6gy used in reference to such
sites and those criteria used by other authors in deriving
the arbitrary definitions used in their respective
published works.
used herein

is

Finally, the rationale for the definition
presented and explained ..

Because settlement naturally precedes abandonment,

it is imperative that an understanding of the former
constitutes the basis for an analysis of the latter()
!communities are founded and grow on the basis of

economic~

, Political, social, transportation, or other functions;
'-------"-

they

8

wither as those functions upon which they depend for
survival become diminishedo
a

ge~eral

overview of

thos~

Thus, Chapter I I I presents
precesses which were instru-

mental in determining South Dakota's pattern of settlemento
Chapter IV details and analyzes the factors which
have contributed

t~

population attrition and town abandon-

ment within the statea

They include:

changing emphasis

on transportation from river, to rail, to highway; the
ephemeral nature of mining activities and those communities
which base their existence upon this form of extractive
economic activity; political influences on settlement, such

as change.s in the seat of county gnvP.rnment;

n~tural

phenomena; and finally, miscellaneous causes~

7

9

Notes
1

Annals,
l--24 ..

Carlo. Sauer, "Foreword to Historical Geography,"
of American Geographers 31 {1941):

Assoc~ation

2 Erhard Rostlund, Outline of Cultural Geography
(Berkeley:
Cnlifornia Book Company, Ltd., 1955), p~ 4o
3

The definition of ghost towns adapted for this
study is presented and explained in Chapter I I ..
4

Watso!1 Park~r, "Some Black Hills Ghost Towns and
Their Origins," South Dakota Historv 2 {Spring 1972):
89-114~

5

Howard Gler..n Adkins,

"The Histori.cal Geography
(PhD dissertation,
University of Tennessee, 1972)a

of Extinct Towns in Mississippi,"
6

John Fraser Hart, University of Minnesota; John
Hudson, Northwestern University: Albert J~ Larson,
Univ0rsity of Illinois-Chicago Circle~

c.

7

An alphabe~ical listing of ghost towns by county
appears as Appendix I; an alphabetical listing by county
appears as Appendix III~

CHAPTER II
CRITERIA FOR DEFINING "GHOST 'rOWNS"

Problems of Terminology
Considerable confusion exists regarding those
criteria which are valid in designating a settlement as
a "ghost town ..

u

Throughout the American West, there are

communities which boast "ghost .. status, yet have viable
economies based on tourism and populations which may
number in the hundreds.

For hundreds of former townsites,

no trace of their existence remains visible upon the
landscape..

Even the term

11

ghost town" is subject to

rEplacement by other labels..

At least seven terms have

been found which are used synonymously with "ghost towno
They are:

abandoned towns, deserted towns,

extinc~

11

towns~

boom towns, paper towns, haunted towns, and ruinso

A major task of this study, therefore, was defining ghost towns in such a way as to include a realistic
and meaningful number of such settlements for the purpose
of analyzing the causes of abandonment..
considerations..

There were two

First, did the settlement ever exist as

a viable social and economic unit,
achieve "tcwn" status?

that is, did it ever

Second, what criteria were

11

appropriate in determining which towns qualified for the
designation of ghost towns?
The problem of determining what constituted a
viable settlement was not as easy as it might seemo

A

variety of references furnished information necessary to
verify town

status~

These included town plats, historical

maps, mention of settlements in literature, post office
recordsv census data, county register of deed records,
and

com~unication

with individuals familiar with various

There were major shortcomings in the use of

communities~

certain of these sourceso
- Town

plats ~

maps which illustrate the proposed

layout of a community, are on file in County Register of
Deeds officeso

Such records occasionally were misleadingo

For example, as the railroads expanded westward into
South Dakota during the latter decades of the nineteenth
century, companies sent surveying crews into the field
for the purpose of selecting tentative routes and town
sites.

The proposed settlements were given specific

locations, they were named, and town plats were drawn
and filed in the appropriate county
communities for which plats
developedo

w~re

office~

Many of the

filed, however, never

These "settlements" existed ·only on

paper, hence, became known as '"paper

towns~"

12

Tne problem with paper towns proved not to be the

only disadvantage in using plats to identify
target communitieso
i~corporated

pro~pective

Recorded plats do exist for all

towns and some unincorporated communitieso

unincorporated settlements, however 1 chose not to

M~ny

register plats.

As a result, there may have been a number

of thriving unincorporated towns for which no official
county records ever existedo
In a similar vein, neither the presence nor lack
of a post office can be tised reliably in determining
whether a town was established or

abandoned~

Those pro-

asso c iated with the use of post office records h ave

ble~s

been commented upon by George Ho Phillips, author of two
books on the post offices and post masters of Dakota
Territory and South Dakota:

A post office was not necessarily a town or
even a settlement or village in many instanceso
Post offices in the early days were in small
country stores and in farm houses or ranch
houses.
Many towns did not have post offices. 1
Limitat i ons also exist in the use of census data
as a

criteria ~

Although a s ettlement need not be incor-

porated to be considered a town , it must be incorporated
in order to be classified as a town for the purpose of
c~nsus

enumerationa

~1e

count for unincorporated

settlements (termed ''census

census} is

i ncl~ded

~ ithin

desigr.~ated

that of

places" i :n the 1990

larger enumeration

13

units such as townships or counties.

possible~

It is not

therefore 1 to use census data in identifying those unincorporated towns which ultimately became

abandoned~

Prior to the 1981-1982 issue, the official state
highway map listed population figures for unincorporated
communities.

Fifty-four such towns were included in the

Official 1980-1981 State Highway Map of South Dakota.

In the absence of any

othe~

2

known source of population

data for unincorporated settlements, the highway map
figures,

if verifiable and available for a span of decades

would have been invaluable to this

6

stud~G

· communications with all appropriate

stat~

~ff i ces

and majorlibrariesdisclosed that no collection of old
state highway maps existed in any depository.

Furthe~ J

none of the six state agencies contacted, including the
Department of Transportation , South Dakota Division of
Tourism, and State Planning Bureau , were aware of the
source from which the population figures for unincorporated
towns had been

derived~

The 1980-1981 state highway map indicated four of ·
the fifty-four unincorporated communities as having populations in 1970~

These towns were:

Bonilla {Beadle) 3 ,

57; Epiphany (Hanson), 63; Newark (~arshall), 12; and
Terraville (Lawrence), 90.

Each of the communities, how-

ever, was designated as a ghost town by one or more

14

references~

Further research disclosed that of the four

communities, only Newark qualified for ghost town status ..
Although cens ·u s data were inadequate for determining the status of unincorporated communitiesi the
information was of value in ascertaining the population
decline of incorporated

towns~

Most incorporated communi-

ties have maintained at least a nucleus of population and
some social and economic

vitality~

During the present

century, however, thirteen incorporated settlements have
become ghost

to~.;ns

\'1i thout a

..
r.elia.bl~

means of determining whether

an unincorporatt!d settlement had ever achieved "town"
status through the use of census

data~

or on the basis of

those additional i nformation sources described herein, an
alternative method was developed ..

In order to qualify as

having been a ·viable tov.'n at one time, a settlement must
have met_-.:th-e first of the follo,ving criteria, and one or
both of the remaining conditions at some time during its
.

occupa t J.on:

4

1~

It must have had an accumulation of dwellings
and been the place of residence cf more than
a single extended family

2..

There must have been one or more public
buildings, such as a school, church, or
post office, to indicate that the settlement had attained some degree of social
vitality

15

3o

It must have had two or more commercial
establishments

A8herence to the foregoing precepts made it

poss~ble

to

exclude from the study such settlements as farm or ranch
houses ·which offered postal service,

family "crossroads"

settlements which may have offered a minor economic
service at one time, country churches with a surrounding
farm population, and numerous other small clusters on
non~"town"

populationso
Definition

TI1e task of determining what constitutes a "ghost
town" is .some\-vhat more difficult..

Few writers bother t o

preface their works with a precise definition of the

term~

TI1ose definitions which do appear are often vague, nonspecific in terms of criteria, so

all-in~lusive

as to be

of little value in tte context of this study, or too
restrictive in nature (e.g., complete abandonment)o
According to tne Oxford Enqlish Dictionary, the
·term

"qhost tov:n" was coined in the United States and is

llsed in reference to towns that are partially or completely

devoid of

inhabitants~

Furt~er ,

the term is used espe-

cially in reference to towns located in the western
portion of the country which at one time were associated
with such resource exploitation activities as mining,
lumbering" or petroleum.

This definition, with its

l ,..
_o

numerically unspecified reference to "partially "

o

Q

devoid of inhabitants" :1nd both geographical and functional
restrictions, is unacceptable for use in this

study~

Watson Parker, the only author who has atterr.pted
to define ghost to_w ns in South Dakota, defined them in
the following way:
A ghost town is any village, stage station,
post office, mining camp, railroad siding, o~
wide spot in the road that consisted of more
than one family and was a named community with
an existence of its own, distinct, and in
additi6n to that of the family or principal
business that it contained.
A ghost town is
a town that once flourished but is now defunct,
abandoned, quiescent, or so radically altered
that it has lost compl~tely the original goals
with which it started<>~
Parker's definition is unacceptable for several reasonso
'rnose problems relating to "railroad sidings,"

~'named

community" (e . g.v paper towns), and post offices have
been discussed elsewhere in this chapter..

So~th

has numerous uwide spot(s) in the road

• consist(ing)

of more than one family

o

•

..

<>

Dakota

and named," vet ma_ny such

settlements never functioned as towns ..

Additionally 1

there are towns which are "radically altered ..

~

~

(from)

the original goals w:L th vlhich (they) star tad," such as
mining towns which now function as tourist

attractions~

After gathering and assessing the relative merits
of numerous ghost town definitions and those other indices

17

which have been ev al ua. ted in the

pr~~s

er. t chapter, it

becomes apparent that an arbitrary definition
derived

a

specific

must be

Such a definition should fulfill three
objectives~

1.

It should take into consideration all those
factors which have influenced settlement
dynamics in South Dakota

2~

It should make possible the identification
of most, if not all, communities for which
information is available in some form and
which are subject to this study .

3.

rt · should yield a large enough sampling of
ghost towns to insure the validity of those
conclusions which are drawn on the basis of
available data in reference to causes of
town abandonment in the state
The defini tioh of ghost ·towns employed in this

study conforms to the foregoing conditions.
qualify for the designation

11

In order to

ghost town," a settlement

must:
1..

At one time have been a viable community; that
is, i t must have been a "town"

2o

Have lost most, if not all, of its population

3Q

No longer serve any formal sociali economic
political. or institu~ional function

4~

In the case of those s e ttlemer.ts which have
lost all formal functions while retaining
some population, have fewex than twenty-five
people and have experienced more than a
twenty~five percent dgcrease in population
between 1950 and 1980

The fourth criterion was adopted in order to include with-

in the study a number of settlements which clearly are

18

withering, have lost all their formal functions, yet
r~tain

a small and steadily declining residue populations

It is assumed for such settlements that the process of
population attrition shall continue to the point of
ultimate abandonment$
Some communities achieve ghost town status, only
to be revived at some subsequent date5

There are several

settlements in the Black Hills, such as abandoned mining
towr:s which have become resettled as a result of renewed
mining activity cr development as tourist attractioris,
v·J hich fall wi ·thin this category.
qllire a

nucl~us

of population and begin to serve forma l

social and economic functions
ghost town

Once these to\\·ns ac-

1

they are removed from

status~

For the purpose of this study, a ghost town is
defined as a former town which has lost all or part of
its

population~

In the latter case , the population must

be fewer than twenty-five persons and exhibit a sustained
pattern of attrition$

Finally, the settlements must

have lost all of their formal social and economic

functions~

19

Notes
1 George H~ Phillips, personal correspondence,
29 March 1980&
2 official 1980-1981 State Highway Map of South
Dakota (Pierre:
South Dakota Division of Tourism, l980)o
3

All t own names appearing in this paper are
followed, ln parentheses, by the name of the county in
which they are locatedo

4

The criteria were . adopted in modified form from
those enumerated by Stephen L. Carr, in TI1e Historical
Guide to Ut ah Ghost Towns (Salt Lake City:
\-Jes tern Epi.cs,
1972), p. 3.
5

\'latson Parker. "Some Black Hills Ghost · ·ToltJns and
Their Origins, 11
South Dakota Historv 2 (Spring 19 72):
89 ..
6

Tne numerical criteria which established an arbitrary cut-off point for ghost town status of a
po~ulated
settlemen t were derived in consultation with Professors
Robert T. Wagner, a demog ra pher in the Department oi Rural
Sociology, South Dakota State University, and thesis
adv i sor, Charles F. Gritzner~ ·

CHAPTER III
SETTLEMENT
Settlements are established on the basis of those
same factors which, when di.min.ished or lest, contribute to
their abandonment: that is, transportation, economicv
social, or political

advan~age~

~owns

To understand why

die, i t is necessary to understand why they were createdQ
Tnis chapter presents a cursory revi.ew of those events
and processes which contributed to South

Dako~a's

settle-

ment hist:.:;ry -.
Ghost
a number of

tow~s

s~ecif i c

are

se~tlements

that failed.

wnereas

factors can contribute to the loss

of community vitality, a major cause is the loss of, or

severe diminution in, i:ts primary fut"lc:tion

~

of its primary reason for existing, a town

settlements, lacking

diversi~y

of function,

larly vulnerable in this reg a rd ..

Once stripped
withers~

Small

are particu-

There are many such

towns in South Dakota.
The agents of change, as they impact upon individual settlements, often reflect forces which are operating
on a much broader

scale~

Examples of agents which have

influenced settlement patterns in South Dakota include:
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the Homestead Act of 1862 and the opening of Indian lands
to European settlement (1851-1914); the transition in
transportation emphasis from river, to rail, to highway;
the Dust Bowl and Depression;

,--

~he

rise o£ regional market

\....__

centers which, in tandem with the increased mobility
afforded by motor vehicle transportation, brought a decline
in the trade function of many small towns; and the recent
trend

to~ard

consolidation of

agric~ltural

lands which

has reduced the number of landowners, hence, the rural
population which supported many small trade and service
-- -;
centers. \ These, as well as other factors involved in

-\

.

the state's settlement , are highlighted in this chapte r o
A list of significant dates and events in South Dakota's

settlement hist6ry

~s ~

presented in Table 1&

The first evidence of European presence in South
Dakota was the visit by the la Verendrye brothers to an

Arikara Indian Village in 1743 .

A long and diverse list

of visitors and occasional settlers followed the French
brothers to the northern plains.

These newcomers included

British, French, and American trappers; explorers, such
as Meriwe:ther Lewis, rlilli am Clark r Joseph Nicollet, and
John

c.

Fremont, all of whom mapped portions of :the new

found land; and missionaries, such as Father Pierre Jean

De Sme~, who brought Christianity to ~he region. 1
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TABLE 1
SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS IN

SOUTH DAKOTA SETTLEMENT HISTORY
1743

First European contact

1800

First trading post established

1803

Louisiana Purchase signed

1831

Opening of the Missouri River to steamboat traffic

1851

Treaty of Traverse d~s Sioux (first land cession by
the Indians in South Dako·ta)
First of the Fort Laramie treaties signed
{Ft~

Pier~e)

1855

First permanent military fort established

.1857

The first non-military settlement established in
South Dakota ~Sioux Falls)

1861

Dakota Territory organized

1862

Homestead Act signed into law

1868

Treaty of Ft& Laramie redefines the domain of the
Sioux

18 71

The railroad reaches the border of [•akota Terri tory

1873

Timber Culture Act

1876

'Ireaty by vlhich the Sioux Ceded the Black
Hills
Black Hills Gold Rush

1878

Great Dakota Boom (continued until 1887)

1880

The railroad reaches the Missouri River (Pierre)

1885

The railroad reaches the Black Hills

1889

South Dakota becomes a state

1890

Termination of Indian hostilities

1904

Beginning of land allotments west of the Missouri
River (continued until 1915)

1923

First segment of paved highway completed in the state

~lanypenn.y
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An important stimulus for permanent settlement
came with the opening of the Missouri River to steamboat
\ ~; ~~ \

travel..

On June 19 r (:,1 ·93·1 t the steamer Yellowstone

reached Fort Tecumseh

(near present-day Fort Pierre) with

.
~
. .. 2
a s h .1.pment
o •-F .t ra d e gooas
...+ rom S...
''- ~ L ou~s

Because :they

could carry more goods faster and farther than land
transport of

~he

time, steamboats played a very signifi-

cant role in opening the region to

It is said that

set~lernen~

and

commerce~

t~ansportation

. . determined the pattern of settlement~
the directio~ and volume of commerce, and the
ease and speed of the occupation of the weste
Until the advent. of the railrcad th3 most
important highways were the rivers.
The ea:r.:ly settlers of South Dakota were well aware

of the importance of rivers as settlement si ·tes

earliest towns established in
rivers:

~he

~

The

region were on or near

Sioux Falls, Medary, and Flandreau, on the Big

Sioux; Vermillion at the confluence of the Verrnillion . and
Missouri; and Yankton, Bon Homme, and Elk Point on the
~1issouri ~

The availability of land affected the tempo of
settlement as much as the development of transportation$
Tne movement of settlers into and across the state
correspond closely with the various Indian land cessions
engineered by the United States~

4

In 1851, the Sioux
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yielded a major part of their domain in the Treaty of
'I'ra.verse ·des Sioux ..

This first relinquishment created a

s.i.gnificant movement in.t o the area..

Early settlers found-

ed the first non-military settlement at the falls of the
Big Sioux River only six years later.

5

Most of the river

to\..;ns men-tioned above were functioning well before the
official organization of the territory in 1861.
Indian treaties and river transport were not the
only inducements for easterners to move west.
stead Act of 1862 offered 160 acres of land
who improved it over a five year period.

The Home-

fre~

to those

Subsequent

Jegislation . such as the Timber Culture Act and the Des e rt
Land Act further enticed settlers to the lands west of
the Mississippi.
at farming

1

Although most land laws were directed

there were non-agricultural incentives for

settlement i n South Dakota ..
In 1873, Colonel George Armstrong Custer verified
the existence of gold in the Black Hills of the Dakota
Territory ~

reglon~

A veritable flood of miners headed for the

Many miners rode the r ails to Yankton (the rail-

road having reached this point b y 1873), boarded the
steamboat for Fort Pierre, and completed the trek via
overland

routes~

As with other gold rushes, Black Hills

settlements grew up literally overnight~ 6
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The railroad reached the eastern border of the
territory in
mi~ers

Discovery of gold and the influx of

1871~

made the rail companies eager to expand lines

across the state.

In anticipation of rail service, land

speculators and developers poured into the regiono

Rail-

road companies, too, were eager to promote settlement
and economic growth.

They distributed posters adve:::·tising

the wonders of life in Dakota, took train cars displaying
Dakota crops throughout the eastern United
even offered reduced

f~res

States~

and

for people to come and inspect

land in the hope that they would settleo 7
\'\lith the inducement of free land afforded by t:h e
Homestead Act, thousands of immigrants poured into
Dakota Territoryo

Environmental conditions were conducive

to agricultural development during the late 1870's and
throughout most of the following decade.

Tne arrival of

the railroad and a period of greater than average

pre~

cipitation gave rise to the "Great Dakota Boom" which
lasted from 1878 to

1887~

The railroad, which was the primary agent of
settlement during this period, provided a means of access
which South Dakota so desperately needed.

It was

• a form of transportat~on that could
cheaply, expeditiously, and reliably haul
bulky low-value commodities like fa9m products, fuel and building materials.
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Companies selected a route and then preceded to plat
towns along that route.

There were two reasons for this

practice:

First, there were possibilities of making
large profits from the sale of town lots because there was usually a big demand for lots
in towns near railroads.
Second, if a railroad company owned a townsite, it was free to
lay i t out in the manne:: which it deemed best
for the establishment of such other facilities
as depots~ sidetracks, and ~ther accommodati6ns
designed to suit its needso
Many of the platted townsites were developed as communitieso
Towns also developed at points where rail construction
was halted due to a winter break in construction activity,
the reaching of a

tempora~y

t erminus point, or the

imposition of a physical barrier such as the Missouri
River ..

Yankton, Chamber l ain, and Pierre. are examples of

communities established at a point of river and railroad
intersection.
By the turn of the century, South Dakota east of

the Missouri River was we l l-served by railroads and
extensively set t led by a dominantly agrarian

population~

The land to the west of th e r iver , other than the Black
Hills mining region , remained re latively undevelopedo
Railroads had not expanded lines westward from the
Missouri because much of the land remained part of the

Great Sioux Reserve.

10

Indian ownership of land pre-

eluded settlement and agricultural development by the
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AmericanorEuropean immigrant populace.

Ftitther, much of

the land was considered to be marginal for agricultural
purposes due to low amounts of precipitation and

compara~ ·

tively poor soilso
Developments during the first decade of th•
twentieth century fostered West River settlement.

Begin-

ning in 1904, Indian lands were arlotted to American
settlers o

These allotments continued until 1915o

By

1907, rail l i nes spanned the Missouri to reach Rapid City
and Lemmon.

Improved dry land £arming techniques were

introduced, i ncluding new strains of wheat and alfalfa,

~nd a means o f redticing stem rust in wheat~ 11

Although

the impact of automotive a ge was ielt throughout the
state, it

wa~

particular l y important to trade and sett le-

ment in the western portion of the

state~

-As roads were

improved and new highways built, ranchers and farmers

. ._ .,

could bypass the local trade center to conduct their
business at regional trade

centers ~

By 1930, South Dakota had a ttained a population of
692,849, a number which has not b e en e xceeded in the
state's

history~

By-and-large , t he patterns of settle-

ment, access to some means of transportation, and land
use which prevail today had been establishedo
Historically , South Dakota experienced three
major waves of sett l ement:

t he opening of the Black

Hills to mining after 1876, the "Great Dakota Boom

11

of

1878 to 1887, and with the opening of West River Indian
lands to American settlers during the early

1900's~

r

/ Transportation was the most influential facto~ in deterf

\, mining settlement patternso

A town had to have easy

access to a major transportation artery in order to
prosper.

With each successive wave of

transpo~tation

growth and accompanying economic development, new
were born and many established communities

tow~s

prospered~

For others, the changes brought -withering social and
economic conditions and, for some,

death~
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CHAPTER IV

ABi\NDONMENT

Population and Settlement Trends
South Dakota ghost towns are but one manifestation
of those ongoing processes which affect the population and
settlement dynamics of the state as a whole..

Therefore,

the causes of population attrition at the micro-level can
be understood only in the context of conditions and trends
v\ hich exist on a l a rger scale..
1

mount sign i ficance in this

Two factors are of para-

regard~

First, since 1920v

the state has experienced a condition of relative population stability ; natural population growth and in-migration
have matched
t\:entieth

out-~igration.

century,[~

Second, throughout the

rura l -to-urban population migration

has affected the state's settlement

pattern~

South Dakota's population experienced slow, though
steady , growth f rom the ini t ia l period of settlement until
1930 ..

{Table 2).

The combined a f fects

of the "Dust Bowl"

and depressio n contributed to a decline in population
during the 1930's..
nearly

soiooo

During that decade,

the state lost

people , from an all - time high of 692,849

in 1930, to 642 , 961 in

1940~

Since that tiffie the

... 1
.)_

TABLE 2
POPULATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA, 1900-1980
(In Thousands)

700

650
600
550
500
450

l

400
350
300

--"-·
1900

Source:

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

U. 3. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
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population has again risen slowly to the present fiqure
of 690,178 ..
Out-migration is largely responsible for the
state's semi-static population of the past fifty years ..

1

Five major factors have been cited in explanation of
South Dakota's out-migration:

the familial environment,

the social environment, the cultur.al environment, the
economic environment, and the geographic environment .. 2
These factors indicate that people leave as a result of
family and peer pressure to seek a "better life" in a
more favorable envir.onmental setting..
particular, have left the

s~ateo

The young, in

With their

depa~tureg

many small communities were left without a basis for
sustaining natural population growtho
So, too, has the

po~ulation

of many small commu-

nities been depleted by the state's rural-to-urban settlement trendo

The rural-to-urban migration can be explained

by the same !actors which contributed tc out-migration ..
T'na.t

is, people left

ru~al

tov.·ns (defined by the census

as towns with populations unde r 2, 4 99) to seek better
jobs and a more

favore:r1E~

in urban communities.
South

~&kota

2,500}9

Eocia l and cultural enviro:nmer!t

In lSOO , there were nine towns in

classed as urban (a population exceeding

This number grew to sixteen by 1930, and to
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twenty-five in 1950o
nearly constant at

Since 1950, the number has remained

twenty-five~

(Table

3)~

South Dakota's rural population, when taken as a
percentage of the state•s total population, has experienced
gradual decline since 1900.

Conversely,

urban population has increased steadily.

the percentage of
(Table 4) ..

It

is evidentj given the relative stability of the state's
overall population since 1930, that the rural population
experienced a net decrease as well during the past fifty
years~

The gradual decline in rural population has had a

pronounced effect on many small communitieso
populatio n

dw i ~dled

away, so

As their

did the social and econo mic

foundations upon which the~ depended for s~rvivalo
Having touched upon the general characteristics of
South Dakota's population dynamics , attention now will be
focused upon the specific causes of town abandonmento

It

is important that each of the factors presented in tha
remainder of th is chapter be recognized as a primary,
rather than exclusive , agent in creating ghost townso
11

a

The

ghosting " of a town might best b e thought of in terms of
process ~

rather than an event Q

Causes of Town Abandonment
In most instances, a "primary cause" cited for
the ghosting of a community was, in actuality, nothing
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TABLE 3
RURAL & URBAN POPULATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA. 1900-1980

Number of

% of Total
Population
Urban Rural

Town.s

Cor:sidered
Urban

Year

Total

1900

401,570

40,936

360,634

10

90

9

1910

583,888

76,673

507,215

13

87

13

1920

636,547

101,872

534,675

16

84

14

1930

692,849

130,907

561,942

19

81

16

1940

642,961

158,087

484,874

25

75

19

1950

652,740

216,510

435,030

33

67

25

1960

680,514

265,308

415~206

39

61

25

1970

666,257

293,110

373,147

44

56

26

1980

690,178

306,083

384,095

44

56

25

Source:

Ua

·~~ urban

Rural

SD Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
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TABLE 4
RURAL & URBAN POPULATIONS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION OF SOUTH DAKOTA, 1900-1980
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Source :

1910
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1980

U. S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
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more than a catalyst to the process of economic stagnationQ

In analyzing data pertaining to town abandonment,

it was found

that ~our

all ghost ·towns..

factors accounted for 99 percent of

They are:

changes in the major routes

and means of transportation, e.gQ, river, to rail, to
highway: closing of mines; political forces, such as the
loss of county seat function, or an institution: and
natural disasters such as floods, prairie fires,
drought.

or

(Table 5) ..
There are 246 settlements which can be classified

as ghost towns in South Dakota&

In the case of each, an

attempt was made to cite at least one factor

buted to abando Dment {Appendix

I)~

whic~

con tri-

A single d6minant

cause was identified for 155 (61 percent) of the townsQ

Of the remaining ninety-one ghost t6wns

(37 percent),

either no data were found regarding the cause of abar.donment, or stating the cause of abandonment would have
entailed too much speculation to insure validityQ
River Towns
Shifts in the primary me ans and routes of transportation account :·for 61 percent of those ghost tow!ls for
which a single contributing cause of abandonment is evidento
Transportation is
and

significa~t

1

of course, both a major contributor to,

reflection of, economic vitality and
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TABLE 5
CAUSES OF

NUMBER
OF TOWNS

FF.. CTOR

*

ABANDONMENT ~

PERCENT}\GB

Railroad **

95
(50)

61
(32)

Highway

( 45)

( 2 9)

42

27

8

5

8

5

2

1

155

100

Transportation

Mining
Political
~atural

Phenomena

Miscellaneous
'l"O'l'AL

* The enumera:tion includes only those gho.s t to tvns
for which a single primary cause of abandonment could be
iden ·tif ied o

** River t ransportation is excluded from the list of
causes because it was rendered obsolete by railroads5
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population

South Dakota's settlement history

density~

clearly reflects the impact of transportationa
The Missouri River and its major tributaries were
the initial arteries of commercial transportation in the
state~

With the coming of steamboat navigation in 1831,
res~ons~

settlements developed along the Missouri in

to

those economic opportunities afforded by this relatively
fasc and inexpensive means of
It was the

r_~~. !r<?ads,

conveyance~

ho\vever, which were the

dominan ·t transport system of the not:thern plains..

'l'hey

served as feeeer lines to supply river ports with goods
from the h tnte.rland

e

These c.orn modi tie's

by steamboat to downriver

ma~ket

·.v~re

centers~

then shi[)ped

Once the rail

network linked Missouri River ports with such cities as
Chicago,

r.!inneapolis, Saint Paul, and Omaha, the river

towns and steamboat navigation became obsolete.
transport was less expensive, faster,
than was shipping goods by

water~

Rail

and more :reliable

Additionally, railroads

served more marketing centers than did river navigation,
and farmers were able to benefit from competition
between marketplaceso
A climatic disaster in 1881 dealt a crushing and ·:
._........... - .._....................,.._4"',-.. - ~,.......-...._..,..

final blow to those river towns which based their economic
existence on steamboat

traffic~

In that year, an

unusually cold and snowy winter was followed by an

~

-·
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As the flood water and ice blocks

extremely rapid thaw.

surged down the Missour i, the entire steamboat line
stationed at Yankt:Jn

~..ras

.
3
waterborne debr1.s..

Although one or

sp lintered and carried av.;ay as
t'hTO

of the boats were

eventually restored, the era of the steamboat was over, and

wi ·th i t went the J:•r :Lmary funct io n of the rj_ve:c port town ..
Although the

Misso~ri

River served for sometime as

an avenue for travel along its course, it was a barrier to

trans- river

t:t~a:nsport.c.

The importance of' river

tio.n.

crossing facilities to communities is illustrated by

(Wal~ozth). 4

history of Ev a rts and Mobridge
established Evarts as a

~ailro a d

.shippin·;J po:Lnt on ti"!.e e a. s ·t

ban~<

termin~s

th~

Ea r ly ranchers

and cattle

of the fv1isSL1t.n::·j..

o

Livestock

ponte-on b;.-idge to the community an<i shipped from tht:::.:e by

rail.

In 1 9 07 a permanent bridge was constructed acr oss
..__.,.....,,_

.•

_. ,.... , t<O">...,.....~,-· ·~~·•b~- ,.,.,....,"'-.....-·•·~ ~,.r,..,... _..,.,p, -,.,~ r.(,".--.~<w:lfr.'P

the river a n d the railroad

~as

nately for Evarts t h e bridge

of

t~e

extended

~as

~ e stward .

Unfortu-

located ten miles north

community and a new town, Mobridg e, was established

at the site .,

Evarts wa s

a~ a ndo ~ ed

town that based its li·Jelih ood
passed by -the railro:1d,

A to·t.al of
( Figu.re 1 ) "

O!.'i

almost immediately.
t.he :ci ..,rer, yet \,,as by-

seemed d.ocrr:ed fo:r· extinction.

ei·qhJ:_;

rive;: ·tov;n.s became abandoned

..
.
.1.ne aec
.l.l!"le l..!1
stsambcat
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A
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the Missouri, and the loss of function as a terminus point

for rail transportation whe:1 bypassed or when rail lines
were extended v.:rest\-lard rcsul ted in the demise o:f

t..Ji.(::':Se

communities ..
Railroads

[ The railroad was the single most signif i cant
factor that historically influenced both the establish men t

:1. nd abandonm E-:! n t

of set t l em en ts in South

Ja.nes Pamburg noted th e ir importance

'A~h

e r1

h(~

.s a.id,

To a reg i on with few trees, they brought fu~l,
food, fencing and building rna te:c:ials
In tu::n I th ey
·took the grains and livestock of the £ u.;:rners to
market at rates th at were usu&lly ~e~sonablc,~
e

l\s

is, n:rtcd in Chapte:r.- II,

the

:-ca~_Iroad

platted to\-.rna a long c h a~te d rou t e.s prier to
. .laying of r ails .

Specula. tors

route selection and r ail

p

~;:h e

:.::o:np .::: 1.1.e.s

ac ::ua l

\vorking in 3.d tJance of 1': in al

con st~u ction,

fo unded

ma~y

towns

on a promise and in hope that the railroad eventually
would come their

way~

towns vanished.

Nineteen

If that promise was not
tow~s,

met~

the

sst ablish0d in antici-

pation of rail service, failed when the railroad by p assed
th E:~ m •.

John Hudson, writing on the relationship between

~ailroads

a~d

settlement in South Dakota, stated:

(Th e railroad) ma de immediate ghost t.ova1s of
the erroneously located pla ce s anticipating the
railroad ~
It created a splendid example of a
boom to 1.v n at ·the point of intersection and i.t
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eventually made ghcst towns out of all those
6
places not on the railroad~
The first three towns to become ghosted as a :result of ·
bein~

bypassed oy rail:r·oads v.iere Oakwood I

Medary (Brookings) {Figure 2 and

3)~

In 1879, the commu-

nities of Bruce, Bushnell,

a~d

built on the

that point the

railroad~

A~

Fountain, a.nd

Brookings - (Brookings) were
rcsid~nts

of

Oakwood moved to Bruce, those of Fountian to Bushnell,
~1e d 0·~ ry

and the populace of

( v-;h ich had be:·en ·the Brookings

County seat} to Brookings$

A total of

fourt~en

towns

died \vi thi:J. the state V>lhen their residents moved to
communi ties which won

~~~il

T\vo other to\-lns

.service..

which had be2n e s t abl ished a3 stagecoach stops also di€d

when bypass e d by the

ra i lroad~

The presence of a ratlroad r alone, dld not insure a
cor:1ffiuni ty 1 s

s tabi li. ty.

Ra:i.lroad companies learned early

in their South Da kota experience that it was

~uch

too

costly to serve ea.ch small to •.-:n alcng their routes.
were

sim~::ly

Thex·e

not enough peo];Jle or commodities tc- move

from some communities to ma k e .stops economically feasible ..
At least four

to~ns

became

aba ~ doned

due to termination

of rail service. Bard {Davison), Bramhall (Hyde), Carlyle
(Faulk),

and

~ewey

(C~star),

are four examples of towns

v.'hich died when their rail sex·vice

termi::tated~

The

process of decline is illustrated by Bard•s experience~'
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Fail service ceased in 1887, and people began taking their
business to Mitchell, sevec miles

distant~

Soon local

businesses began closing, services were lostv and ultimate-

ly, the residents moved to

Mitchell~

All toldv fifty ccmmunit5.es C32 per·: :ent) are kno\.;n to
have been abando ned directly as a result of railroadrelated factorso
Ho\.vever,

This number maybe considerably higher.

this assurr:ptio!1 can not be. substantiated on the

basis of available dccurnentationa

Ju st as river and rail transportation were

c~osely

railroads and the advent of motor vehicle transporta ti on

{ Figu:ces 4 and 5)..

Though

trails and improved

road~.ra :y s

existed pri or to 192 3v the state's first segment of paved
h ighwa~{ linking Sioux Falls to Dell Rapids -v;as not com·p 1 cte d

.1
u~t1

t.h a~

year.

8

By 1931, twenty-eight percent

of the state's population owned

-mcto~ vehictles. 9

Cargo

vehicles made .it: possiblE for f arrnr:-r.s to haul their

produce to market and

gai~

access to

~ore

011110

goods and

services at lower cost in the larger communities~ 10
F'2.ced wi t .h incr-2as 1.ng compe ti tio!l by motor

vehicle transportation

rail~:-c ~d

:::ompa~ies

had to

reevalu~-

ate the economic feasibility of serving many small

towns~
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The sole economic function of aome ccmmunities was serving
as a grain depot..

'rhis function was lost. when rail

service was discont;inued

~

The:re are ten ghost towns in

which abandoned g:t·ain e.levators stand as a mute reminder
of the impact of

chan~ing

transportation patterns and the

economic considerations involved therein.
One might logically think the improvement of
access to remote areas would favor economic and population
In the case of highway building in South Dakota,

growth.

improved access often had the opposite

In the

result~

case of thirty-five communities in which population

it easier for people to pack their belongings

~nd

l ea ve ..

Isolcitio!1 fostered community self-reli.anc::e, 'Whereas

improved transportation facilities gave easier access to
larger

commun~ties

which offered a greater variety of

goods, services, and other

amenities~

In the words of

Clarence Root, a retired railr oad employee
South Dakota,

tt7he railroad opened this

the f::: e eways closed i t do\vil. 11 l l

fro~

cou~try

Midland.
up and

1.·, ·

In the 110 years from 1870 to 1980, South Dakota
experienced a tr a.n sitio!1 from river a:Jd stagecoach travel,

to railroad transportation and,
movement

a.

includi~g

ultimately to vehicular

By 1980, a well-developed network of highways,

the intersecting of

t\~c

I!lterst.ate routes
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existed within its borders. As the primary importance of
o~e

means of transportation gave way to the next : so too

did the

signific~nce

of those towns that owed their exis-

tence to the specialized function of a particular mode of
co~veyance

ar.d its routesa
Mini.!!9.,

The most commonly held stereotype of a ghost town

is the

abcndonec~

mining community.

6:

South Dakota, the

only towns effected by mine closures are

locate~

in the

Black Hill.s )

Mines closed for a number of reasons; mine

shaft s flooded

1

min8 tnc ore,

o~

~t

was no longer economically feasibl e to

the deposits simply

played-out~

Other

communi ties in the !:egion had an economic hase which 'vJas
closely as sociated with mining activitya

When the mines

closed, those settlements which provided lumber and
mining ·t imbers, and stone for the stamp mills, also

declined.

The ex6dus from mining, lumbering, and quarry-

ing 3ctivities r esulted in the decline of forty-two
(27 percent) settl ements . (Figure 6)w
Political
~---1 ; t1' ""a 1
i- . _1Pn
deci sio~ s
U..l. ~
<~
~

community's stability o

can seriously affect a

In terms of town abandonment,

the m0st significant political consideration is that of
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FIGURE 6. AREA OF ABANDONED
LAWRENCE

MINING TOWNS

__ _ /

II

.

I

PEf\!NfNGTON .

~·-~.-.....X'~....4-C'..~;, ...-"o~

Custer
Bugtov.tn

Lawrence
As tori a

Bear Gulch
Bt~ owns vi 11 e
C?.rbcnate
Cy3nide
F1at iron
Gt1yvi 11 e
Lost Ca;np
r~1a

i tl and

Nahant
Potato Town

Pres~on
Rag~;Je d Top

Roubaix
SflUa\'1 Creek

Terry
Tint0n
Trojan
Tunnel

Victoria

Pennington
Canyon City
Carv1ye
Castleton
Cuyahoga

Dumont
Ettc1 Camp
G'l end a 1e

Golden S11pper
Harney City
Haywa rd City
I r'on Hi 11

Lookout
~lyersvi

11 e

Rochford

Rockerville
S i 1 ver City
Spokane

Tigerville
Two Bit
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designating a county seat u

Serving as a county seat was,

and continues to be, an extremely important social, economic
and political functiona

Traditionally, when a community

lost county seat status due to an election or other cause,
the townrs residents to

it was commonplace for most
follow the
government.,

cou~ty

records i .n moving to the new seat of

County seat decisions played a key role in

the abandonment of twenty-three towns
teen had served as the county seat
two towns were

aba~doned

a~d

(5

percent)~

Nine-

lost that function;

after the y lost in competition to

b ec ome the center of county government; and in two in s tancesr

it was learned that they were not located in those
counties which they had hoped to governe

In most cases,

the abandonm e nt of county seats was closely associated
with the railroad having bypassed the town.

That is,

the seat of government was moved to another

communit~

which had been succ e ssful in gaining rail serviceo

Eight

became ghost t owns, however, solely on the basis of lost
governmental function
county seat was

(Figure

co~monplace

7 ) o

Competiti on for the

and disputes between rival

communities were often lengthy and bitter.

A classic

example of a county seat conflict occured in Spink
.

County

betwee~

..2

... ~ .1.. e·ld • .l
Ashton an d R_. . eo:r

Ashton was desig-

nated the county seat in 1879, but lost the function to
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Redfield in 1884 after a hotly contested election.

Al-

though it was no longer the legal seat of g-overnment,
the citizens of Ashton refused to relinquish the county
records~

records

One night some Redfield residents stole the
f~om

community..

~nd

the courthouse

removed

th~m

to their

The conflict that ensued became so intense

that the Territorial t-1ili tia
has since been called the

11

;~as

summoned,

The incident

Sp.:i_nk County Nar. •r

N-atural Di3 as t·::=:rs

--·--·-

---------

Natural disasters can have a very serious effect
on a

com ~ unity•s

well-being.

Many South Dakota communities

have suffered frvm e.11v ircn~c:'ltal h a Z24~:d .:;· .:>uch ·a.s f

floods,

tornadoes, and droughtao

i~:-C!.:;,

However, only ei.ght

towns have c eased to function as a result of natural
phenomena (Figure
Prairie
(Edmunds),

8)~

f ~i"r.e-s -- destroyed

Ipswich

Blaha (Bon Bomrne), Bowdle

(Edmunds), and Leola (Me Pherson). 13

("nly the Blaha site

subs eq uen tly rebl.":.i l t

W2S
e

abandoned

r

The others

~'lere

'rh e res ide:n.t.s of one community,

Deerfield (Pennington), left their town after

bei~g

ravaged by a floods
Fire, flood,

and wind can destroy buildings, but

prolonged drought can destroy ·a community's

spirit~

I

Droughts have affected both economic and settlement

fihtrtllolf • City
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.c.

... c.

J .....

conditions in the state on numerous occasions..

The drier

western portion of South Dakota, in particularg has
suffered periodic

drot~gh t

1910~1911

drought of

conditions.

The very severe

followed the opening of West River

Many

lands to crop agriculture by only one or two years.
settlexs who had been on the land only a short time

became discouraged and moved to areas more conducive to
farming ..

The same pattern of oQt-migration prevailed

during the Du.st Bowl era of the "Dirty Thirties."

Six

communities, Chance, Seim, and Vernal (all itl Perkins
County), Ch e yenne City (Haakon), Caton (Meade), and
,; orcJ ~r-:. ( T-r.· i pp)

~

becar1c gbos t

tor.vn.s as a result of drought

conditions ..
~-1iscellaneou s
----·.....

~.-~·--

Academy (Charles t-1ix) achieved ghos ·t

Tne town
to\~il

s t.atus ·\.:hen i t lost the educational institution

upon vJhic:h it had been founded,
.::Snmm~

14

of l\bandonment. __Factors

In mcst instances, the abandonm ent process is the
result of a combination of factors whichv through time,
erode a community's economic and social
gradual demise of

Bon ~

vitality~

The

Homme (Bon Homme) is an excellent

example of a town which withered due to a number of
causes .

15

Bon Homme was settled in 1859 as a river town.
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It was the location of the first school house built in
Dakota Territory$

When Bon Homme County was organized

three years later, the community became the county seat$
A legislative act of 1871 established the town as the

Bon Hornme•s

future home of the territorial prison.
future appeared to be

assured~

Bon Homme's misfortunes began in 1881 when the
Missouri River flooded and the river-based economy was
ruined by the destruction of the steamboat line stati o ned
i:l Yankton$

'I'hat same year

1

th ·e

l egi :-~ l ature

changed the

location of the yet-to-be const ructed territorial prison
f ro m Bon Ho mm e ·to Sioux Falls •

its · coun ty se a t

In 18 8 5 ,

fun cti on to 'Iyn dall.

rail r oad de cided t o construc t

the

t~ o\.,.· n

. l o.s t

A year later.

the

its route th r ou g h Scot la nd

in the n orthern port i on of the county, leaving Bon
Homme wi t hout eith er river o r rail serivce.
blow wa s de a lt by an envi r o n mental cause.

The final
In 1891, ·the

f\1isso u ri Ri v er's c h annel shifted southward from the town-

site and l ef t

Bon Homme high-and-dry some one-half mile

from the river's new cour se .
ties,

Fa ce d wi t h these adversi-

the town's populat i on began to wither.

Bon

Homme's once glowing future became a ghosted past due to
the combined forces of political process, the loss of
river transportation, being bypassed by the railroad,
and natural forces.
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In addition to establishing spatial and causal
patterns of town abandonment, this study involved an
analysis of the temporal dimensions as well.
difficult to establish a precise date of

Some towns , such as

_!!lil~~-~_g ___ <;::amRs,

It is often

abandonment~

became des-er _ted ins tan-

taneous ly; for mostc however, the process of population

attrition occurred gradually$

For the majority of

communities included in this study, i t was impossible to
determine a specific yea:r or even dGcade of abandonment .
due to the imprecise data available.
It was possible to

est~blish

t he decade of

abandonment for 111 of the g!"t.ost towns fol.· \\rhich the

prima ry cause of decline is kno\·;n ( 'I'abJ.e 6} ,.

,:'his nuwber

represents 45 percent of the 24G towns included in the

study.

By analyzing the temporal data,

i t is possible to

identify those factors v:·h .i.ch were t.h e rna j or coc·t r ibu tors

to town

abandonme~t

by cause and time frame.

Further,

the interaction of factors, such as the t1:ansition in
ernpha.s is from rai 1 to h igh\.vay tr ansportatio:l, are evident
from those

d~ta

presented in Table 6.

During the three decades from 1900 to 1930, South
Dakota's population increased by nearly 300,000 ..

Though

seemingly paradoxical, this same period coincided with
that during which the greatest number of towns became
abandoned ..

Three factors acccunt fer the coincidence of
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TABLE 6
CAUSAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS OF TOWN ABANDONMENT *

Year.

'I'r ans port a tion
Ra i l ro3ds Highways

1980

4

1970

9

1960

1

1950

1

1940

Mining

Natura l
Political Phenomena

--------·-- -

1
1

1~3()

1

7

1~20

1

7

1

1910

6

1

4

1900

8

9

1890

7

6

2

.1880

18

3

4

1870

3

To ·t al

* Tow~s

44

30

25

1

3

1
1

·- --- -----------7

5

for wh i c h a single cause and the date of abandonment
could b e e st ab l i s h ed.
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peak to\vn aband onment during a period of unprecedented
populat ion growth.

They are:

a decline in Black Hills

mining activity, an acceleration in the rate of rural-tourban migration, and the effects of automotive age
mobility on settlement patterns.
Many

Bla~k

Hills mines closed as ores played-out 6

or as large companies consolidated mining operations.
elsewhere~

Often miners left the state to seek employment

or moved to larger towns in the area.

Periodic

~-~.:?_'!gh_ ts.,

especially the devastating one of 1910--1911, plagued
marginal farm s ettlements causing the abandonment of at
least six

~ommunities.

Many farm families left the

to seek wage-paying jobs in the state ! s u r b2n

l . ~n~

c~nters3

With the completion of the rail network, rail towns
thriv ed, whereas many of those which had been bypassed
became

abandoned~

Finally, improvements in roadways

precipitated a decline in the ecoriomic importance of small
·trade c .e :lters while facilitating the gr.:>Ht.h of urban
communities,.
An average of 2.4 towns have f ailed per decade

stnce 1880o

For some ghost towns,

abandonment is evident,

e~g.,

a primary cause for

the loss of a significant

transportation, trade, political, mining, or institutiona l

function; fire, flood, or d=ought conditions: or

population attrition resulting from changes in routes

60

and means of transportationo

For others, the cause, or

causes, of abandonment remain undocumented.

Those towns

for which documentation is lacking no doubt declined
. slowly and as a result of a combination of factors.
In an open and highly mobile society such as that

of the United

States i the individual · is free to seek

economic a.nd social \vell--being

p

The count):y • s heritage

is a story of that quest for financial and social prosperity.

That search has created numcrous shifts in

populatio~

and settlement, both across t ha United States

and in South Dakota.
s~ttle

in

People leave

a nothAr ~

aDd grow, while others dieo

o~e

location and
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
The study of human habitation is a vi.able endeavcr
for the student of social and behavioral

Re·-

sciences~

search on settlement patterns and those processes which
affect soatial
and material elements
of human habitation
- .
is well-established as constituting a valid topic for
geographic

analysis~

The purpose of this study was to

identify and analyze those factors which have contributed to town abandonment in South Dakotag
An analysis of abandoned settlements, ghost towns,
can disclose much about our pasto

Their presence

t~lls

us of unfulfilled dreams and ambitions, economic conditions, political processes, environmental caprice, and
changing patterns and emphasis 6n transportation and
settlement in South Dakota.

Geographically, ghost towns

can be illuminating documents subject to thoughtful
analysis in a study of the state's histctical, cultural,
economici t.ransportati0n, and political geographic
patterns and trendso
Research entailed ti1e gathering, cataloging,
mapping, and analysis of data pertaining to dying and

abando ned

towns~

The 246 towns included in this study

conform to those criteria established in an arbitrarily
derived definition of "ghost towns .. "

For the purpose of

this study, ghost towns are defined as communities which
had 6 and lost,

a population in excess of twenty-five

persons and both their social and economic vitalityo
Such sites may be completely abandoned and devoid of

any mater ial trace of their former exitence..

Others are

small settlements with fewer than twenty-five residents
which are undergoing marked population decline and

1

~1ich

have lost all of their formal social and economic
funct:i.ons .,
Town abandonment in South Dakota is an on-going
process<>

The dynamics of settlement within the state

have been and continue to be strongly influenced by both
social and economic

considerations~

In terms of popula-

tion attrition from small communities, two factors are

identified as the primary contributors to changing
patterns of settlement..

They are the out-migration of

people from the state and rural - to-urban migration within
South

Dakota~

The increasing rate of rural-to-urban

migration suggests that the trend will continue to
serve as a factor in town abandonment.
rfue

decline in population and service function

which precedes town abandonment, in most instance, is a

,-
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gradual process resulting from a combination of often
interre lated factorso

No single cause of abandonment is

evident for 91 (39 percent) of the 246 communities
It was possible to identify a single primary

studied ~

catalyst which contributed to the abandonment of 155 (61
percent) townso

In order of importance, they are:

changing means and routes of transportation, the closing
of mines in the Black Hills region, political decisions
influencing the location of county seats, and natural
disasters ..
A brief poem,

found in Will Robinson's research

files in the archives of the South Dakota State Museum
in Pierre, serves to illustrate the life-and-death
struggle which typified so many

communities ~

It was

written by Roy F .. Herrick of White Lake, South Dakota,
and dated March 9,

1954~

Few stories told us are more replete
With human drama and stark defeat
Then those in epics of pioneers
Cf towns that lived for a day or years ..
Saw visions of wealth from mine or plow
Tnat boomed a while and are ghost towns
The
And
The
The

now~

hammers rang and the banners tossed
then - the County Seat was lost~
coming railroad passed them by
gold mine failed or the creek went dry~

Their iron spirit turned to rust
These "towns are gone, the.l,.r plots are dust
Their streets have vanished by here and there
A lonely relic of bleak bleak dispair
With gaping windows and shattered door

65

Th e blac kened mummy of house or store
And cellars and weeds reveal or hide
Wh ere litt l e Chicago's lived and died~
Town a bandonment is a continuing processQ

Though

this s tudy has f ocus e d upon those factors which have
contributed to the process of abandonment in the past,
it iden tifies dangers which might threaten small
in the future.
ways~

tow~s

South Dakota is a dynamic state in many

If existi ng communities are unable to adjust and

adapt to the i ne vi table changes and needs of future
genera tions and c ondit1ons, then many of them, too, will
join th e ranks of South Dakota ghost townsQ

APPENDIX I
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF SOUTH DAKOTA GHOST TOWNS
========~==================================================:====~=================

TOWN

COUNTY

DATE
EST
a

DA'l'E

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

lfJHY ABANDONED

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Academy

Char l es Mix 1898

Ahnberg

Brookings

RR Town

Transportation
(Highways)

Albee

Grant

RR Town

Transportation
(Highways)

Alden

Marshall

Alleman

Haakon

c1900

rrrade Center

Transportation
(Highways}

Appomattox

Potter

1883

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Ardmore

Fall River

HR Town

Transportation
(Highways)

Ash ton "Old u

Spink

1879

1887

Prospective
RR Town
County Seat

Transportation
{RR Bypassed)
Lost County Sea~

Astoria

Lawrence

1887

1918

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Bad us
Bangor

Lake
1884

cl905

Prospective
RR Town
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

Walworth

1920's

c1890

Removal of Education
Institution

============================~================================================~~===

TO\~N

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

=========~=~===========:======================-========-==========================

Bard

Hanson

1887

cl930

RR Town

Transportation
(RR Closed
Station)

Bear Gulch

Lawrence

Be be

Edmunds

Ben Clare

Minnehaha

Big Bottom

1876

1900's

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Lawrence

1878

1887

Stagecoach. Stop

•rransportation
(RR Bypassed)

Bijou Hills

Brule

1877

cl900

Transportation

Bixby

Perkins

cl900

cl920

'I'rade Center
.rrrade Center

Blaha

Bon Homme

1905

Bland

Lake

Bon Homme

Bon Homme

Bovee
Bramhall

(RR)

•rransportation
(Highways)

RR Town

Natural Phenomana
(Fire & Wind)

1885

River To\,.rn
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

Charles Mix 1913

cl920

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Hyde

cl893

RR Town

Transportation

1862

1883

(RR Closed
Station)

Brownsville

Lawrence

cl878

J..,umber ing Town

Mine Closed

0\
~

==================================================================================·
TO\~N

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

==============~=============================~======================================

Brule City

Brule

1857

Bug town

1876

Bullock

Custer
Harding

Bunker ·
Burdette
Butler

Stanley
Hand
Day

1880 ' s

River Town
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Trade Cen::.er

Transportation

(Highways)
Cadillac

Corson

1910

Calcite·

Meade

cl878

cl890

Cameron

Me Cook

1878

cl882

RR Town

Transportation

Mining Town

( Hightt.rays)
Mines Closed···

Stagecoach .· Stop

Lost County Seat

County Seat

Canning

Hughes

1883

Trade Center

Transportation
lHighways)

Canyon City
Cap a

Pennington

cl876

Mining Town
RR Town

Jones

1907

Carbonate

Lawrence

1878

1891

r~ining

Carlin
Carlock

Haakon
Gregory ·

1906

19 2 0 ' s

Trade Center

To\vn

Mines Closed
Transportation
(Highways)

Mine Closed
Transportation
(Highways)
m

00

=~=~================;==============~=========================================

DATE

TOWN

COUNTY

· EsT.

DATE

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

vH-!Y ABANDONED

==========================================;============:=====================
Carlyle

Faulk

cl900

cl910

Carson

Sully

1883

1888

Carter

Tripp

Carwye

RR Town

Transportation
(RR Closed
Station)

1909

Prospective
RR Town
Trade Center

Transportation
(RR Bypassed}
(Highways)

Lawrence

cl878

Mining/lumbering
Town

Mines Closed

Cascade

Fall River

1880

1890's

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Cash

Perkins

Castalia

Charles Mix 1883

cl901

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Castleton

Pennington

1876

cl915

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Caton

Meade

1909

1912

Trade Center

Natural Phenomena
(Drought)

Chance

Perkins

1907

cl915

Trade Center

Natural Phenomena
(Drought)

Chautauque

Lake

Cheyenne

Stanley

Cheyenne City
(Leslie)

Haakon

1890

Trade Center

Natural Phenomena
(Drought)

1889

C7'
\0

==================================================================================
COUNTY

'rO\~N

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

===========================================~======================================

Claymore

Corson

1890

Clifton

Sully

1883

Coal Springs

Perk ins

1910

1888

1954

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Prospective
RR Town
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

'l,rade Center

Transportation ·

Lost County Seat
(Highways)

Cole
Conata

Perkins

Copp

Potter

Pennington

1894

Transportation
(Highways)

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation

Stagecoach Stop
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Trade Center

Transportation

(RR Bypassed)

Harding

Cox

Crook

1880's

Trade Center

City

· cottonwood

Lawrence

1876

1886

Jackson

(Highways)

Crow Lake

Jerauld

'l'r ans porta tion

1884

{Highways)
Cuyahogo

Pennington

Cyanide

Lawrence

Dakota City

Hutchinson

1900
1879

1917
1886

tv1ining Town

Mine Closed

t-1ining Town

Mine Closed

Prospective

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

RR

Danforth

TO\-In

Hand
--.J
0

==============~~=~==~~=============~===================:=====~====================

TOWN

COUNTY

DATE

DATE

ES'r .

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

=~=~=~=~~~~~=~=~~==~=~=~===~===~==~~=~===~====~=~=====~==~:==~~~======~===========

Date
Daviston

Perkins
18

01d" Perkins

1908

1911

Prospective
RR

Town

Transportation
(RR Never Came)
Natural Phenomena
(Drought)

De Grey

Hughes

----

----

-

Deerfield

Pennington

----

----

Stagecoach Stop

Natural Phenomena
(Flood)

Denton

Sanborn

1879

c1887

Trade Center

Transportation
(moved to RR)

Detroit

Brown

1883

1886

Prospective

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

--

RR Town
Dewey

Dolph

Custer

Hamlin

----

-----

1894

1907

Du Charme

Dewey

Dumont

Lawrence

1890

Eagle

Brule

1891

Effington

Roberts

"Old"

Elbon

RR

Town

closed
station)
(RR

Prospective
RR Town
· Lumbering Town

1913

Transportation

'l'ransportation
(RR

Bypassed)

r.iines Closed

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways}

Prospective

Transportation
(Moved to RR)

RR

'£own

Haakon

,_,'.J

--------- ------------------------- -------·- ___ .._-- --- -----·- -- ----- _.. ·- -- ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATE
DATE
...

_.._

--~----

TOWN

COUNTY

ES'r ..

Elk Creek

Meade

1889

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

.... . ..

vJHY ABANDONED

---------------------------------------·
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RR Town

Tt· ans port at ion
(RR

Ellingson

Extended )

Ellisville

Perkins
Faulk

Elrod

Clark

Esmond

Kingsbury

Etta Camp

Pennington

1883

1959

Nining Town

Evarts

Walworth

1900

1907

Ri. verI RR Town

Transportation
(RR Extended)

Fairbank

Sully

1883

1886

River Town
Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Firesteel

Davison

1871

1880

•rr a de Center
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
I.
Lost County Seat

Flatiron

Lawrence

-----

1917

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Forest City

Potter

1883

cl920's River/RR Town

Transportation
(Highways)

Fountain

Brookings

1.878

1879

T1· ans porta t ion

Franklin

Lake

1882

___

._..

---...a

Trade Center

Transportation
(Moved to RR)

1930

RR Town

Transportation
(Highways)

._

___

Prospecti ve
RR Town

Transportation
(Highways)
Mine Closed

{RR

Bypassed)

- - .-.,)

N

====~====================~========================================================

DATE

DATE

TOWN

COUNTY

EST ..

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

Gallup

Harding

1911

1923

'l'rade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Gat· land

Stanley

Gayville

Lawl-ence

1876

1886

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Gill

Harding

Glertdale

Pennington

1880's

tvlining Town

Mine Closed

Glenievit

Harding
1893

Mining Town
'l'r.ade Center

Mine Closed

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Golden Slipper Pennington

Corson

Go!Jhor

1890

1920

'l'r a ns port at ion
( Hi<.:1hways)

Govert

Harding

Grandvalley

Corson

Trade Center

1890

Transportation
(Highways)

Gra11dview

il'rade Center
Prospective

Douglas

'l'r ans port at ion
(RR Bypassed)

RR TO\vn

Green

Gra~s

Gregory

Gustav
Harding

Dewey
Lawrence
Harding
Harding

'l'rade Center

1893

Transportation
(Highways~

Hardingrove

Haakon

Harney City

Pennington

1676

1800 8 s

Min ing Town

Mine Closed
....,J

w

=================================================================================
TOWN

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

\'lHY ABANDONED

==================================================================~==============

Trade Center

Harrington

Faulk

Hartley

Haakon

Havercroft

Stanley

Haycreek
Hayward City

Butte
Pennington

1877

1901

. f>'lining Town
County Seat

Herman

Lake

1880

1884

Prospective
RR . Town

Hill and
Hillhead

Haakon
Marshall

Hills view

Me

Hooker
Hopewell

Turner
Stanley

Howell

Hand

Pherson

Perkins
Perkins
Interior "Old" Jackson
Iron Hill
Lawrence

Transportation
(Moved to RR)

Mine Closed
Lost County Seat
(wrong county)
'rransportation
(RR Bypassed)

'l'rade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

1883

1888

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

1885

1891

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Imogene
Inland

""
,f;i.

==================================================================================
TOWN

COUNTY

DATE
ES'J.' ..

DATE

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

\vHY ABANDONED

==================================================================================
Jordon

T:t: ipp

'l~r a de

1910

Center

Natural Phenomena
(Drought)

Junction

Custer

Karinen

Harding

'rrade Center

1907

Transportation

(Highways)
Kellar
Koto

Roberts
ft.1c Pherson

Lacy

Stanley

Ladner
La Foon

Harding

La Grace

Faulk

Campbell

1883

1882

1883

1887

cl902

Trade Center
Prospective
County Seat

Lost County Seat

Prospective
RR Town
County Seat

Transportation

River Town
Prospective
RH Town

Transportation

(RR Bypassed)

Lost County Seat
( RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

County Seat
Lamro

Tripp

1907

1911

~~r a de

Center
Prospective

RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Sea~

County Seat

Lande au
La Roche

Corson
Stanley
...,J

V1

====================~=====================================~====~==================

TO\~N

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

Le Beau "NeW 11

Walworth

1907

1910

River/RR Town

Transportation
(RR Extended)

Le Beau aeold"

Walworth

1879

1884

River Town
County Seat

Lost County Seat

Lightcap

Corson

1890

1S3J

Trade Center

'l,ransportation
(Highways)

Lindsay
Line
Lodi

Stanley
Harding
Clay

-----

----

-- -

-··--

----

- - -

--

1869

1889

River 'rown

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Lookout
Pennington
(Fort Lookout)

1881

1905

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Loring

Custer

----

----

- - -

- - -

Lost Camp

Lawrence

1880's

1900

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Walworth

----

-----

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Loyalton

Edmunds

-----

,.._

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Lucerne
Luffman
Lyman

Haakon

----

- - -

- - -

Marshall
Lyman

1879

1913

- - -

-

1920

----

'I'rade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

t-1c Neeley

Tripp

1909

1930•s

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

WHY ABANDONED

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. Lowry

___

... ___

.....
~

-·

- -

....,J

en

=======~====================================~===~=================================

'I' OWN

COUNTY

DA'rE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

==================================================================================
~1adra
Me Pherson ---- - ---(Barbara)

Lake

1873

1886

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

cl880

1942

Mining Town

Mine Closed

-------

-------

1890

1930

-------

----

- - - - - - - - -

----

-

Medary

Lawrence
Perkins
Haakon
Corson
Marshall
Butte
Bt·ookings

1869

1879

,J unction of
Two Roads
County Seat

Meers

Stanley

1904

----

·- - -

Mel ham

Clark

1914

1930's

RR

~1adis on

11

Old"

Maitland
Haltby ·
Manilia
Maple Leaf
Marlow
t-1ason

- -

To\vn

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
I.,os t County Seat
Transportation
l H~ Cihwa.vs l
Natuf~I

Pne~omena

(Drought & Fire)
Milltown

Hutchinson

1872

19QQis

Trade Center

':ounty Seat
Milwaukee
Junction

Sanborn

1882

1883

Prospective

RR Town

Tranf;portation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

...J

-...I

- ----------- -------------- ·- --------------------------- - ·- -·---- -·-- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------·----

TOWN

_...-

.

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

··~- · -

WHY ABANDONED

======================================================~===============~~~====~=~~=

Minnesela

Butte

Miranda

Faulk

Moen ville

Haakon

Moon

Pennington
Corson

f-1oreau
Junction
Mossman
Murchison

1890

Dewey
Harding

Myersville
Pennington
(Myers City)
Nahant

1882

Prospective
RR Town
County Seat
Trade Center

Transpor ta tior1
(RR Bypassed
Lost County Seat
Transportation
(Moved to RR)

Trade Center
1883

1893

Minning/Lumbering Mine Closed
Town
Mine Closed
~1ining Town

1878

1879

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Mines Closed
Transportation
(Highways)
Transportation ·
(Highways)

Oakwood

Lawrence
Brookings

Odell
Okobojo

Fall River
Sully

1883

1930 • s

Quarry Town
Trade Center

01a

Brule

1881

1917

Trade Center

Orton
Otis

Stanley
Custer

"'co

============================================================================~=====

TOWN

COUNTY

DATE
EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

==================================================================================
Palisade

Minnehaha

187 7

Pedro

Penni ng ton

1896

Pe tra !

Perkins

Ph eba

St anlP.y

Pl easantridge
Plum Creek
Potato Town
Prairie Queen
Preston

Perkins
Stanley
LawTence

cl876

Lak e

1!379

1900's

Lawre nce

1880vs

1900's

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Prior

Rob e r ts

1881

1883

Prospective
RR Town

Transportation
{RR Bypassed)

Ragged Top
(Balmoral)

I.~awrence

1R80's

Mining Town

Mine Closed

Red Hill

Tripp

1908

Trade Center

Tt· ans porta t ion
(Moved to pro-

1891

RR Town

Transportation
( RR Ex te nded )

Mining To\vn

Mine Closed

,'rr~de

Center

posed RR site)

Redwater
Renville
Richmond
Riverside

Butte

----

Harding
Lawrence
Hanson

----

Rochford

Pennington

--

-

----

a.-----------

1901

c 1 920

RR Town

1877

1 890's

Mining Town

-- - - -;:.

....

Transportation
Mine Closed
....J
\0

==============================~===================================================

TOWN

COUNTY

DATE
EST ..

DATE
GHOSTED

WHY SETTIJED

WHY ABANDONED

========~==================================~=======================================

Rcckerville
Rockport

Pennington

1876

1900 8 5

Mining 'rown

Mine Closed

Hanson

1872

1886

'rrade Center
County Seat

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)
Lost County Seat

Roswell

t-1i ner

Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways) ·

Roubaix
Runningville
(Badnation)

Lawrence
Mellette

cl880
1905

Mining Town
Trade Center

Mine Closed
Transportation
(Highways)

Running Water

Bon Homme

1880

River/RR Town

Transportation
(River Traffic
slowed)

St. Mary's
(Argonne)

~1iner

1886

Sans Arc

Stanley

Seim

Perkins

1894

Trade Center

Natural Phenomena
( D1·ough t)

Shadehill

Perkins
Pennington

1676

Mining Town

M;.ne Closed

Silver City
(Camp Gorman)
Smithwick
Snoma

Fall River
Butte

Sorum

J>erkins

1906
1930 1

1900's

q:)

0

~===~:=====~=~~=====~====================~=~======~=========~===========;====~====

TOloJN

COUNTY

EST.

DATE
GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

NHY ABANDONED

Spokane

Custer

1890

----·

~line

Spring-on-the
Hill
Squaw Ct·eek

Custer

-----

___

f'.iniug •rown

_...

--

·- -

L()wrence

1880's

1895

Hining Town

Mine Closed

Stamford

Jackson
Stanley

----

----

-- - -

- - -

cl889

1890

Prospective
County Seat

Lost County Seat

-----

-----

- - -

- - -

!883

1884

Prospective
County Seat

Lost County Seat
(wrong county)

----

----

1871

1885

D;\TE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stanley

St:r.ool
Sulphur
Springs
Sunnyside
Swan Lake

Perkins
Jerauld

'rerry
Teton

Lawrence
Stanley

'!'hom as

Hamlin

Marshall
Turner

Tigerville
'l'inton
'l,ravare

Pennington
Lawrence
Roberts

'l'rojan

l~aTrlrence

Tunnel

Lawrence

----

---. 1907

40.1'•

....

-

.,_

-

Stagecoach Stop
County Seat
cl920's Mining Town
_..,..

__

--

-

cl960's 'l'rade Center

Clcsed

-

- - Lost County Seat
Mine Closed

-

- -

'fr ans porta t ion

1879

1885

Mining Town

(Highways)
fy1ine Closed

1876

1900's

Mining Town

Mine Closed

1883

1892

Lost County Seat

------.-.

----

Trade Cen-t er
County Seat
Nining Town

----

Mi.n i ng Town

Mine Closed

Mine Closed
00
1-'

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATE
DATE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----

COUN'1 Y

TOWN

1

EST ..

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------~-------------------------

Twilight

Butte

Two Bit

Lawrence

1877

Jones

1909

1930's

'I'ra.de Center

Transportation
( Highv~ays)

Vanderbilt

Campbell

1884

1908

Hiver Town

Transportation
(RR Bypassed)

Verdon

Brown

Vernal

Perkins

Van

Metre

· '!'radc
1901

Town

~1ining

1914

Cent~r

':rade Center.

Mine Closed

Transportation
(Highways)

Natural Phenomena
( D;.· o~ght)

Victoria
Vig
Virginia
Waterbury
· Wendt

Lawrence

~·1ining

Roberts
Dewey
Jerauld

1883

Stanley

1900's

\-Jetonka

Me Pherson

Wheeler

Charles Mix 1860

White Rock

Roberts

1894

Town

l·1 ine Closed

'rrade Center
R~

!'own

Trade Center

c. 1916 River To·wn
County Seat
Trade Center

Transportation
(Highways)

Transportation
(Highways)
Lost County Seat

Transportation
(Highways)

Whitney

Perkins
(X)

N

============~=====~===============================================================

TOWN

COUNTY

DATE

DATE

ES'l'.

GHOSTED WHY SETTLED

WHY ABANDONED

=~================================================================================

Willett
Witten

"Old·~

Harding
Tripp

1909

1929

'l'r a de Center

Transportation
(Moved to RR)

CD

w

APPENDIX II

l\

DATA CARD FORMAT

I

COUNrry

TOWN

I

DATE

DATE

SETTLED

ABANDONED

WHY ESTABLISHED
WHY ABANDONED

Numbered References:

Location:

Notes:

Additional Information on Site

-------

I

CX>
~

APPENDIX

II

B

SAMPLE INFORMATION CARD

Medary

Brookings

1869

1879

Proximity to Jet . of Fto
Ridgely and South Pass
Roads/1st County Seat
RR bypassed site, settlers
m~ved North 5 mile~ to
Brockings

5, 6

5 miles South of Brooking on Highway 77

Notes:

No parts of the .town remain; historical
markers show the site;settlers first
came in 1857; chased away by the Sioux
in 1858 (Smutty Bear): reestablished
in 1869

CD
U1

APPENDIX III
BY COUNTY LISTING OF SOUTH DAKOTA GHOST TOWNS
Bon Homme
Blaha
Bon Homme
Running Water

Clark
Elrod
Mel ham
Clay

Brookings
Ahnberg
Fountain
Medary
Oakwood

Brown
Detroit
Verdon
Brule
Bijou Hills
Brule Ci t.y

Eagle
Ola
Butte
Haycreek
Mason
Minr.esela
Redwater
Snoma
T\vi 1 igh t

Campbell
!...a Grace
Vanderbilt
Charles Mix
Academy
Bovee
Castalia
Wheeler .

Lodi

Corson
Cadillac
Claymore
Gopher
Grandvalley
Lande au
Lightcap
Maple Leaf ·
t-1oreau Junction
Custer
Bugto\vn
Dewe·y

Junction
Lauzon
Loring
Otis
Spokane
Spring-on-the-Hill
Davison
Firesteel
Day

Butler
Dewey

Charme
Green Grass
Mossman
Virginia

Du .
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Douglas
Grandview
Edmunds
Be be
Loyalton
Fall River
Ardmore
Cascade
Odell
Smithwick

Hanson
Bard
Riverside
Rockport
Harding
Bullock
Cox
Gallup
Gill
Glenievit
Govert
Gustav
Harding
Karinen
Ladner
Line
Murchison
Renville
Willet
\ "•

Faulk.
Carlyle
Ellisville
Harrington
La Foon
r~iranda

Grant
Albee

G:cegory
Carlock
Haakon
Alleman
Carlin
Cheyenne . City
Elbon
Hardingrove
Hartley
Hilland
Lucerne
Manilia

Hughes
Canning
De G.rey

Hutchinson
Dakota City
l-1ill town
Hyde
Bramhall
Jackson
Cottonwood
Interior "Old"
Stamford

Hce~ville

Hamil in
Dolph
Thomas

Jerauld
Crow Lake
Sulphur Springs
\\Taterbury
Jones

Burdette
Danforth

Cap a
Van Metre
Kingsbury
Esmond
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Lake
Bad u s
Bland
Chau t. auque
Franklin
Herman
Mad i son "Old"
Pra i rie Queen
Lawrence
Astoria
Bear Gulch

Bi.g Bottom
Bro\vn s v ille
Carbonate
Carwye
Crook City
Cyanide
Durriont
Flatiron
Gayville
Gre\JOl:"Y
Iron Hill
J_,ost Camp
Mait l and
Nahant

Potato Town
Preston
Ragged . Top
Rich mond
Roubaix
Squaw Creek
Terry
•rinton
Trojan
Tunne l
Two Bit
Victoria
Lyman
Lyman
~1c

Cook
Cameron

Me Pherson

Hills view
Koto

Me Pherson (can't}
Madre (Barbara)
We tonka
Marshall
Alden

Bethel
Hillhead
Luffman
f.1arlow
Sunnyside
r.1eade
Calcite
C~ton

Elk Creek
Mellette
Funningville
Miner
Roswell
St ~ Mary's

(Argonne)

Minnehaha
Ben Clare
Palisade
Pennington

Canyon City
Castleton
Conata
Cuyahogo
Deerfield
Etta Camp
Glendale
Golden Slipper
Harney City
Ha yward City
Lookout
Moo:1
Myersville
Pedro
Rochford
Rockerville
Silver City
Tigerville

!
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Perkins
Bixby
Cash
Chance
Coal Springs
Cole
Date
Davis ton
Elli ngs on
Imogene
Inland
Maltby
Petral
Pleasantridge
Seim
Shadehill
Sorum
Strool
Vernal
Whitney
Potter
Appomattox
Copp
Forest City
Roberts ·
Kellar
Effington "Old"
Prior
Travare
Vig
vJhi te Rock
Sanborn
Denton ·
Milwaukee Junction
Spink
Ash ton

"Old"

Stanley
Bunker
Garland
Havercroft
Hopewell
Lacy
La Roche
Lindsay

Stanley {con•t)
Meers
Orton
Pheba
Plum Creek
Sans · Arc
Stanley
Teton
Wendt
Sully
Carson
· Cheyenne .
Clifton
Fairbank
Okobojo
Tripp
Carter
Jordan
Lamro
r.1c Neeley
Red Hill
Witten
Turner
Hooker
Swan Lake
Hal worth
Bangor
Evarts
Le Beau "New"
Le Beau "Old"
Lowry
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